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INTRODUCTION 

 
Five years ago in Citizens United v. FEC, a narrow majority of the Supreme Court upended a century of 
precedent to declare that corporations (and, by extension, labor unions) have a First Amendment right to 
spend unlimited money on elections.   
 
Few modern Supreme Court decisions have received as much public attention, or backlash. Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg called it the worst ruling of the current Court, saying “[i]f there was one decision I would 
overrule, it would be Citizens United.”1 Sixteen state legislatures and almost 600 cities, towns, villages, and 
other organizations have voted to support a constitutional amendment to overturn the ruling.2  
 
But what, exactly did Citizens United do? Aside from the majority’s controversial interpretation of the 
Constitution, how has the case actually impacted American democracy in the last five years? 
 
At the time of the decision, many critics (including the Brennan Center) predicted that political spending by 
for-profit corporations would explode, and election spending would skyrocket. By contrast, the Court 
majority and its supporters saw the decision as a critical victory for the First Amendment, arguing that the 
ban on direct corporate spending that the Court struck down had “muffled the voices that best represent the 
most significant segments of the economy.”3  
 
Five years later, evidence from three national election cycles permits a more definitive assessment of how 
Citizens United has altered the landscape. A clear-eyed analysis shows that the impact of the case was 
significant and troubling, but not necessarily in the way many predicted in 2010, or even presume today. 
 
Perhaps most important, the singular focus on the decision’s empowerment of for-profit corporations to 
spend in (and perhaps dominate) our elections may be misplaced. Although their influence has increased, for-
profit corporations have not been the most visible beneficiaries of the Court’s jurisprudence. Instead — 
thanks to super PACs and a variety of other entities that can raise unlimited funds after Citizens United — the 
biggest money (that can be traced) has come from an elite club of wealthy mega-donors. These individuals — 
fewer than 200 people and their spouses — have bankrolled nearly 60 percent of all super PAC spending 
since 2010. 
 
And while spending by this wealthy club has exploded, we have seen neither the increased diversity of voices 
that the Citizens United majority imagined, nor a massive upsurge in total election spending. In fact, for the 
first time in decades, the total number of reported donors has begun to fall, as has the total contributed by 
small donors (giving $200 or less). In 2014, the top 100 donors to super PACs spent almost as much as all 
4.75 million small donors combined. 
 
In short, thanks to the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence, a tiny sliver of Americans now wield more power than 
at any time since Watergate, while many of the rest seem to be disengaging from politics. This is perhaps the 
most troubling result of Citizens United: in a time of historic wealth inequality, the decision has helped 
reinforce the growing sense that our democracy primarily serves the interests of the wealthy few, and that 
democratic participation for the vast majority of citizens is of relatively little value.  
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Citizens United also has resulted in at least three other disturbing trends (none acknowledged by the Court): 
 

• A tidal wave of dark money: In striking down limits on corporate spending, the Court extoled 
disclosure as a remaining safeguard: “With the advent of the Internet,” it proclaimed, “prompt 
disclosure of expenditures can provide shareholders and citizens with the information needed to hold 
corporations and elected officials accountable.”4 The truth, however, is that Citizens United has 
enabled election spending by a variety of “dark money” groups who do not disclose their donors, 
and who have spent more than $600 million on federal elections to date. 

 
• Weakening of contribution limits: The Court said that it was only eliminating limits on 

“independent” election spending, which in its view raises no corruption concerns. It purported to 
leave another pillar of campaign finance regulation, limits on direct contributions to candidates and 
political parties, untouched. In reality, though, the post-Citizens United era has seen rampant 
collaboration between outside (i.e. non-candidate, non-party) groups and candidates, along with 
broader efforts to roll back contribution limits altogether. 

	  

• Trampling of shareholder and employee rights: The Court suggested that disclosure would be 
sufficient to ensure that nobody  — especially corporate shareholders — would be forced to 
subsidize speech with which they disagree. But shareholders are often kept in the dark about 
corporate spending, and there are troubling reports of at least a few corporations (and unions) trying 
to impose their political views on employees and even coerce them into participating in political 
speech. 
 

All of this is deeply disheartening to Americans who believe in transparency and think that all citizens, 
regardless of wealth, should be heard. But while the current Court is unlikely to change course, it alone does 
not determine the future of our democracy. Other branches of government at the state and federal levels have 
the opportunity to address much of the damage the Court has caused. In particular, nothing in the Court’s 
jurisprudence prevents measures to boost political participation through public financing of elections, expose 
dark money through new disclosure requirements, push for the actual independence of outside spending 
through tougher coordination laws, or protect the political rights of corporate and union employees.  
 
Overwhelming majorities of Americans support such policies. An astounding 80 percent disapproved of 
Citizens United. So far this disapproval has failed to translate into major reforms, thanks largely to the 
indifference or outright hostility of many elected leaders. The question for the next five years is whether that 
inaction is sustainable, or whether it will finally give way to a real movement for change. 
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I. UNDERSTANDING THE CITIZENS UNITED DECISION 
 
The question addressed in Citizens United was not complicated: Could a corporation, Citizens United, use its 
general treasury money to air what was essentially “a feature-length negative advertisement” against Sen. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton just weeks before an election in which she was running?5 Citizens United’s actions 
appeared to violate a federal statute prohibiting corporate “electioneering communications.”6  But the Court 
found the corporation was within its First Amendment rights to produce and air the piece. In doing so, it 
struck down a prohibition on corporate independent spending that had existed in some form in the United 
States for more than a century.7 
 
While unprecedented, the Court’s decision did not appear out of thin air. Majorities of the Court have 
deemed political spending to be a type of “speech” since Buckley v. Valeo in 1976.8 The Buckley Court was also 
hostile towards efforts to limit so-called “independent” expenditures, although in subsequent cases the Court 
tempered that hostility by upholding prohibitions on corporate and union spending.9 Citizens United overruled 
these later precedents, essentially doubling-down on Buckley’s original conclusion.   
 
The truly new part of Citizens United was the Court’s radical narrowing of the traditional anti-corruption 
rationale used to justify most campaign finance limits.10 Preventing the reality or appearance of corruption is 
the only state interest that Buckley recognized to justify such measures. But for decades corruption had been 
defined broadly to mean the use of campaign spending to obtain any type of “undue influence” over those in 
power.11 The majority in Citizens United repudiated this line of reasoning, proclaiming that the “ingratiation 
and access” connoted by the concept of undue influence “are not corruption.”12 Henceforth, campaign 
finance laws could only aim to prevent literal quid pro quo exchanges (e.g. cash for votes) or their appearance.13 
Truly “independent” expenditures, said the majority, simply do not create a risk of this type of corruption, 
because they are not sufficiently valuable to candidates.14 Remarkably the justices, none of whom had ever 
run for office, reached this empirical conclusion without considering any factual record in the case. 
 
The Court’s conclusion that “independent” expenditures cannot corrupt had implications far beyond the 
specific provision struck down in Citizens United. Based on this holding, the influential D.C. Circuit Court of 
Appeals promptly invalidated all limits on outside spending, as well as limits on contributions to groups that 
purport to engage only in such spending.15 And so “super PACs” entered the political scene, along with a 
variety of other more shadowy organizations that raise unlimited funds to influence voters.16   
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II. OUTSIDE SPENDING SKYROCKETS 
 
Citizens United and related decisions freed outside groups to raise and spend unlimited funds for core electoral 
advocacy.17 In the five years since, super PACs, corporations, labor unions, and other outside groups have 
spent almost $2 billion targeting federal elections.18 That is about two-and-a-half times the total for the 18 
years between 1990 and 2008.19 Outside spending almost tripled between the 2008 and 2012 presidential 
elections, more than quadrupled between the 2006 and 2010 midterm elections, and then almost doubled 
again between the 2010 and 2014 midterm elections.20 Most of this spending has been concentrated in the 
most hotly contested races, in which outside groups now routinely outspend both candidates and parties.21  
 
There is less comprehensive data for state and local races, but they appear to have seen similar or even more 
pronounced increases. For example, according to Brennan Center calculations in mid-October 2014, outside 
spending was between 4 and 20 times higher in certain competitive governor’s races than it had been at the 
same point in 2010.22 Even local races have been affected. For example, the oil giant Chevron recently poured 
roughly $3 million into elections in the city of Richmond, Calif., (population: roughly 104,000), where it owns 
a refinery.23 
 
While outside spending increased dramatically in the wake of Citizens United, overall election spending did not, 
contrary to the expectations of some.24 The entire 2012 federal election, for example, cost between $6 and $7 
billion (depending on the method of calculation).25 It was about 18 percent more expensive than the 2008 
election—actually a slower rate of growth than in the two previous presidential cycles.26 This is because both 
candidate and political party spending stayed relatively flat.27 
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III. GIVING THE VERY WEALTHY AN EVEN GREATER VOICE 
 
One of the most unexpected features of the post-Citizens United landscape has been the dominance of super-
wealthy individual contributors to super PACs. At the time of the decision, both the Court and many of its 
critics (including the Brennan Center) focused on political spending by for-profit corporations.28 Such entities 
have indeed spent millions of dollars — usually at the direction of senior managers — but they have not been 
Citizens United’s most visible beneficiaries. 29 That distinction goes to a small club of individual mega-donors 
drawing on their own personal wealth.  
 
The numbers tell an arresting story. Citizens United and related decisions freed super PACs to spend 
approximately $1 billion on federal elections since 2010; just 195 individuals and their spouses gave nearly 60 
percent of that total.30 Just 209 individuals funded more than a third of all outside spending in 2010-2014.31 
And the trend towards mega-donor dominance appears to be increasing. The top 100 donors to super PACs 
in the 2014 election cycle contributed almost 70 percent of total super PAC spending.32  
 
Meanwhile, individual reported contributions to candidates and parties within the legal limits actually declined 
for the first time in decades.33 Small donations ($200 and under) from average citizens also declined relative 
to 2010.34 In 2014, the top 100 individual donors spent nearly as much as the estimated 4.75 million small 
donors in federal elections.35 
 
One couple, casino magnate Sheldon Adelson and his wife Miriam, epitomize the new era of mega-donor 
influence, where some top donors literally sponsor candidates like racehorses. In 2012, the Adelsons gave 
approximately $93 million to super PACs — a sum greater than the total of all reported contributions from 
12 states.36 The Adelsons’ donations to a super PAC backing Newt Gingrich likely kept his campaign viable 
for months longer than it otherwise would have been, a fact not lost on any leading Republican contender for 
2016. Last March, a number of these contenders traveled to Las Vegas, Sheldon Adelson’s base of operations, 
for a series of meetings dubbed the “Sheldon Primary.”37 One strategist told The Washington Post: “It’s a bunch 
of people out scrounging for the same dollars, and Sheldon represents the largest or second-largest box of 
money.”38  
 
The Adelsons are far from the only billionaires to have become heavily involved in Republican politics—in 
fact, a number of the leading contenders for the 2012 Republican nomination had equivalent patrons backing 
them through outside spending. Some, like Rick Santorum backer Foster Friess, routinely appeared at 
campaign events.39 
 
Nor is mega-donor dominance the sole preserve of one party. In 2014, the leading donor to super PACs was 
liberal investor Tom Steyer, who spent approximately $74 million on federal elections and millions more on 
key state contests, like the race for Governor of Florida.40 
 
But at the state level, outsized influence does not always come with a massive price tag.41 For example, North 
Carolina businessman Art Pope spent a mere $2.2 million approximately in 2010 (about 75 percent of total 
outside spending in the state that year) to help Republicans take control of the state legislature. Two years 
later, Pope became Gov. Pat McCrory’s budget director; as one veteran North Carolina legislator told The 
Washington Post: “my buddy Art is in position.”42 
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In recent years, political scientists have amassed a wealth of data indicating that the views of the donor class 
(which has long been small and unrepresentative of the public at large) have an outsized impact on policy 
decisions. The views of middle and low income voters, on the other hand, often barely register.43 Citizens 
United did not create this phenomenon, but it may have significantly exacerbated it. Whereas the wealthy 
always gave to candidates disproportionately compared to the non-wealthy, after Citizens United, an even tinier 
slice of Americans has come to dominate political spending. 
 
Meanwhile, income inequality in the United States was higher in the last decade than at any time since the 
1920s, while real wages stagnated and social mobility dropped.44 The Great Recession of 2007-09 erased some 
$6.4 trillion in home values and $2.7 trillion in retirement savings.45 Our economy is now in recovery, but 
economic inequality is likely to be an enduring challenge, one that could hobble future growth and inflame 
social tensions. We are, in important respects, in the midst of a new Gilded Age.46  
 
By giving a tiny group of mega-donors an even greater voice relative to everyone else, the Court’s 
jurisprudence exacerbated an already troubling situation. No other consequence of Citizens United has been 
more significant.  
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IV. DARK MONEY RISING 
 
Aside from relegating the voices of everyday citizens to the sidelines, Citizens United also eviscerated 
transparency in political spending — contrary to the Court’s own assurances.  
 
In its decision, the Court placed great weight on the ability of citizens “to make informed decisions and give 
proper weight to different speakers and messages.”47 “With the advent of the Internet,” the Court said, 
“prompt disclosure of expenditures can provide shareholders and citizens with the information needed to 
hold corporations and elected officials accountable for their positions and supporters.”48 “A campaign 
finance system that pairs corporate independent expenditures with effective disclosure has not existed before 
today,” it proclaimed — implying it had just created such a system.49  
 
In retrospect, these assurances look terribly naïve at best. Transparency was indeed the norm in federal 
elections a decade ago.50 By the time Citizens United was decided, however, that transparency had already 
started to erode, thanks to an earlier decision of the Court permitting some types of outside spending, 
coupled with shoddy rulemaking by the FEC.51 Citizens United further expanded the range of electoral 
spending available to outside groups, making the problem significantly worse. The decision likewise 
exacerbated loopholes in many state laws.52 Finally, Citizens United made it easier for donors to evade even 
strong disclosure rules, through the use of shell corporations and other fictive entities that can easily mask 
contributor identities.53 
 
As a consequence, “dark money” from unknown donors has flooded into U.S. elections. Of the almost $2 
billion in outside spending in the wake of the Court’s decision, at least $618 million—almost one-third—has 
been dark.54 There is no way to tell how much of this money has come from for-profit corporations, unions, 
or others who wish to hide their activities.  
 
The vast majority of this spending is concentrated in the closest races. For example, of the $226 million of 
dark money spent in Senate races in the 2014 election cycle, $205 million (roughly 91 percent) was spent on 
11 toss-up contests.55 Outside spending in these races often dwarfed both candidate and party spending, was 
in aggregate almost 60 percent dark, and went overwhelmingly to support the winning candidates.56 Dark 
money accounted for a full 88 percent of outside spending in favor of the winning candidate in Colorado, 85 
percent in Georgia, 85 percent in Alaska, 82 percent in North Carolina, and 80 percent in Kansas.57 In a very 
real sense, then, dark money played a critical role in electing our current United States Senate.  
 
Of course, responsibility for the explosion in dark money does not lie solely with the Court. The FEC has 
repeatedly failed to shore up its flawed regulations or meaningfully enforce the law.58 Congress has failed to 
pass the DISCLOSE Act, which would go even farther towards fixing the worst loopholes in federal law.59 
And while there has been more progress at the state and local level, many of these jurisdictions also continue 
to have incomplete, ineffective laws.60 
 
Nevertheless, the gap between what the Citizens United Court seemed to think disclosure laws would cover 
and their actual reach is striking — especially given the Court’s emphasis on transparency as an alternative to 
other types of regulation. The system the Court promised — more spending with more accountability — is 
simply not what it delivered. 
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V. WEAKENING CONTRIBUTION LIMITS 
 
Along with disclosure, Citizens United has undermined another remaining pillar of campaign finance law: 
Direct limits on contributions to candidates and political parties.  
 
The Court has long recognized that direct contributions carry a heightened risk of corruption and the 
appearance of corruption. For this reason, echoing Buckley, the Citizens United majority was careful to note that 
while it was deregulating supposedly non-corrupting “independent” spending, it was leaving in place direct 
contribution limits.61  
 
In order for contribution limits to have any real meaning, they must extend beyond direct donations of cash 
to include outside spending that is “coordinated” with candidates or political parties. Effective coordination 
laws mitigate the risk of corruption where it is highest, by classifying election spending that is most valuable 
to those in power (spending they themselves can direct), and therefore most likely to be traded for official 
favors, as a type of contribution.  
 
The Citizens United Court seems to have assumed that effective laws were already in place. Independent 
expenditures, the Court proclaimed, are “by definition…not coordinated with a candidate,” and so could not 
possibly implicate quid pro quo corruption concerns.62 Reality has not borne this theory out. 
 
In virtually all jurisdictions, the legal definition of “coordination” actually covers only a subset of the 
cooperation taking place between outside groups and both candidates and parties — sometimes quite a small 
subset.63 Furthermore, all such restrictions are too infrequently enforced. The FEC has in recent years failed 
to launch a single notable investigation, let alone levy any significant penalties.64 
 
As a result, coordination under any common-sense meaning of the word is rampant, and in pure dollar values 
has probably reached levels never before seen in American politics.65 Several recent studies have documented 
how outside groups, spending hundreds of millions of dollars in excess of what any single candidate could 
directly receive, have “worked hand in glove” with those candidates.66   
 
In fact, it is often the candidates themselves who are raising the money. Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker, 
for example, reportedly solicited millions of dollars for the Wisconsin Club for Growth, a dark money group 
that backed him in Wisconsin’s 2012 recall election.67 Connecticut Governor Dan Malloy announced similar 
plans to solicit funds for the Democratic Governors Association, which spent $1.7 million on his 2010 race.68 
And, in a particularly notorious example, Utah Attorney General John Swallow solicited hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for supportive dark money groups from payday lenders in exchange for promises of light 
regulation.69  
 
Recently, moreover, single-candidate “buddy PACs” (or “buddy groups,” since many shun the PAC label to 
avoid disclosure) have taken coordination to a new level.70 Buddy groups, which accounted for almost half of 
all super PAC spending in 2012,71 are often established, funded, and/or run by a candidate’s former staff, 
consultants, other close associates, or even family.72 While they started as a mostly presidential phenomenon, 
in 2014 buddy groups appeared in almost every close Senate race.73 They are also becoming common at the 
state and local level; a group formed by a top aide to Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel reportedly raised $1 
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million to support his 2015 reelection effort in single day from seven business executives (roughly 27 times 
what they could have given directly to Emanuel’s campaign).74  
 
Organizations that fill the same role as buddy groups for political parties — dubbed “shadow parties” — are 
also proliferating.75 The most active of these in 2014, Senate Majority PAC, spent over $46 million and 
employed a former top campaign aide to Senate Democratic Leader Harry Reid.76 
 
Where buddy groups disclose their donors, it is apparent that many of the latter view them as the alter-egos 
of candidates’ campaigns. Recent Brennan Center analysis shows that direct contributors to Senate campaigns 
also gave millions of dollars to the same candidates’ buddy PACs.77 In Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell’s race, 66 percent of the donors to one of his buddy groups, Kentuckians for Strong Leadership, 
also maxed out to his campaign.78  
 
In short, as former Sen. Kent Conrad (D-N.D.) recently told researchers, the “whole idea” that candidates 
and outside groups operate independently of each other in the post-Citizens United world is “just nonsense.”79 
While a few states and localities enacted stronger coordination laws in the wake of Citizens United,80 in most 
jurisdictions the independence of many outside groups continues to be notional at best. 
 
Beyond tacitly undermining contribution limits, moreover, at least some of the justices who decided Citizens 
United plainly would like to overturn them entirely. For these justices, last year’s ruling in McCutcheon v. FEC 
— which invalidated “aggregate” limits on how much individuals can give to candidates and parties overall — 
was just the first step.81 Justice Clarence Thomas made his views on this subject quite clear, as he has in the 
past.82 Justice Antonin Scalia was more coy, but he too hinted at broader intentions, at least with respect to 
political party limits. As he said during the McCutcheon oral argument: 
 

It seems to me fanciful to think that the sense of gratitude that an individual 
senator or congressman is going to feel because of a substantial 
contribution to the Republican National Committee or Democratic 
National Committee is any greater than the sense of gratitude that that 
senator or congressman will feel to a PAC which is spending enormous 
amount of money in his district or in his state for his election.83  

 
Under Citizens United, mere gratitude — or “ingratiation” — is not corruption. There is, at the very least, an 
implication in these words that Justice Scalia would apply Citizens United’s reasoning to strike down 
contribution limits for political parties as well as outside groups.  
 
He may never have to, however, because Citizens United has also fueled legislative efforts to roll back 
contribution limits. When the decision was handed down, many Beltway insiders worried that it would 
redirect funds away from political party coffers.84 Such fears, correct or not, helped drive the successful effort 
to insert a last-minute rider into last year’s omnibus spending package lifting overall party contribution limits 
by a factor of five, to $324,000 annually.85 Several states also increased or eliminated contribution limits 
following Citizens United, again citing the need for candidates and parties to compete with outside groups.86 

While such changes obviously were not the Court’s doing, they likely would not have happened otherwise. As 
a result, total outside spending may rise more quickly in coming years, as candidates, parties, and outside 
groups now compete for large donors. 
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VI. TRAMPLING SHAREHOLDER AND EMPLOYEE RIGHTS 
 
Finally, a lesser-known but disturbing legacy of Citizens United is an increased trampling of shareholder and 
employee rights. 
 
Unshackling corporations from “discriminatory” spending limits was a principal focus for the Citizens United 
majority.87 The majority’s reasoning is sometimes caricatured (a bit unfairly) with the phrase “corporations are 
people.”88 To give the Court its due, however, the majority’s actual argument was more nuanced, relying 
heavily on the notion that corporations are, in the end, just “associations of citizens,” each of whom has a 
fundamental right to speak as part of a collective.89 As Justice Scalia wrote in his concurrence, “the individual 
person’s right to speak includes the right to speak in association with other individual persons.” Thus, “a business 
corporation … cannot be denied the right to speak on the simplistic ground that it is not an individual 
American.”90 
 
The problem with this argument is that it ignores how most publicly-traded companies actually work. 
Shareholders in these companies usually hold stock for reasons having nothing to do with a desire to 
participate in collective political expression.91 In fact, such activity may harm their interests; studies have 
shown that it correlates negatively to shareholder value.92 
 
When for-profit companies nevertheless choose to “speak” through political advocacy, that speech typically 
reflects not the views and priorities of the shareholders, but those of high-level corporate managers.93 These 
managers may be trying to advance their personal beliefs, or they may feel the need to spend money for 
strategic reasons (corporate PACs, for example, commonly give to both political parties).94 Regardless, 
shareholders typically have no input over such decisions.95 
 
In freeing corporate managers to spend general treasury funds on elections, the Court was not entirely blind 
to the possibility that some shareholders would object. It suggested, however, that there was “little evidence 
of abuse that cannot be corrected by shareholders through the procedures of corporate democracy.”96  
 
Yet in reality, shareholders often do not even know when their money is being spent on electoral advocacy. 
Many large corporations funnel their election spending through 501(c) nonprofits and trade associations that 
can keep their donors secret. Periodically, the tip of this iceberg becomes visible. For example, in a 2012 
regulatory filing, the insurance giant Aetna inadvertently disclosed contributions to two conservative-leaning 
501(c)(4) organizations, totaling over $7 million.97 While a growing number of companies “voluntarily” 
disclose such spending,98 without a legal requirement, many do not. And even when they do, there is 
frequently no way to verify the information they provide.  
 
Tellingly, politically-oriented dark money organizations that subsist largely on corporate funds, like the 
Chamber of Commerce and the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), have fought tooth-and-nail 
to prevent even voluntary disclosure. According to Tom Donahue, the Chamber’s president, “[t]he whole 
things comes down to efforts by some to stop the business community” from engaging in political 
advocacy.99  
 
Assertions like these demonstrate the inadequacy of “corporate democracy” as a means to protect 
shareholders’ interests. Many in the upper echelons of the corporate world want nothing of the sort. They are 
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firmly committed to excluding shareholders from decisions about whether and how their money will be spent 
on politics. They do not, in fact, even want shareholders to know. 
 
It is not only shareholders, moreover, who may find themselves subsidizing speech with which they disagree 
after Citizens United. Recently, a few corporate and union employers have asserted a right to coerce their 
employees into participating in political advocacy — often without pay. Federal law prohibits coercing 
employees to assist with the activities of corporate and union PACs, but contains no parallel provision 
prohibiting such coercion with respect to electoral activities of corporations and unions themselves.100 In 
2012, the FEC deadlocked on whether a union could compel its employees to “volunteer” for sign-waving 
and other duties to support a Democratic congressional candidate, opening the door for such conduct by 
other employers.101 Another notorious example involved Murray Energy, a mining company, which 
reportedly forced its miners to attend a rally on their personal time in support of Mitt Romney’s 2012 
presidential campaign (their images wound up in a Romney political ad).102  
 
While such episodes appear relatively rare, subtler efforts at indoctrination, like mandatory meetings and 
enclosing political advertisements with pay-slips, are more common. The CEO of one company, Westgate 
Resorts, sent a memo in 2012 to 7000 employees threatening layoffs if President Obama was reelected.103 
Executives at another, the casino company Harrah’s, warned employees in 2010 of “devastating” 
consequences should then-Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid be defeated, and set up elaborate mechanisms 
to track who had voted.104 There is even a PAC dedicated to helping businesses indoctrinate their employees 
through “employee political education.”105 
 
As with the overall surge of dark money in U.S. elections, the trampling of shareholder and employee rights 
results not only from the Court’s decision in Citizens United, but from legislative and regulatory inaction that 
have followed. Again, though, there is a striking gap between what the Court seems to have thought would be 
the result of its decision and what has actually happened. 
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VII. CONCLUSION: THE NEXT FIVE YEARS? 
 
One of the most striking features of the debate over campaign finance laws is how much agreement there is 
among the general public about the nature and scope of the problem and the need for legislative solutions. 
Eighty percent of the public disapproved of Citizens United.106 According to a recent survey by veteran pollster 
Joel Benenson, an extraordinary 88 percent of respondents agreed that Congress should prevent unions, 
corporations, and other outside groups from spending unlimited amounts of money to influence elections.107 
Fifty-nine percent strongly agreed, including 62 percent of Democrats, 64 percent of Independents and 52 
percent of Republicans.108 In another survey, 70 percent of respondents favored government initiatives to 
match small donor contributions through public financing.109 Disclosure is also overwhelmingly popular. In a 
2012 survey, 85 percent of respondents said they favored increased disclosure of outside money.110 
 
These numbers do not tell the entire story, of course. To some degree, the challenge for campaign finance 
reformers has always been lack of public engagement, not actual opposition to their agenda.111 This may be 
why many elected officials, especially at the federal level, often seem content to ignore the public’s 
preferences. That indifference to public sentiment was on display in last year’s deal to roll back political party 
contribution limits. The bipartisan negotiators who decided, without debate, to tack the measure onto a must-
pass spending bill clearly did not believe voters would hold them accountable.112  
 
Over the long term, however, it is not at all clear that this inside-the-Beltway approach is sustainable. The last 
five years have seen trust in all three branches of government fall to record or near record lows.113 Congress’s 
rating is mired in the single digits, at 7 percent.114  
 
Money in politics is part of this story. Three-quarters of respondents in a recent CBS News survey said that 
“wealthy Americans … have more of a chance to influence the elections process than other Americans.”115 
Another poll indicated that just 11 percent of Democrats and 15 percent of Republicans believe that 
constituents have more influence over how members of Congress vote than “[s]pecial interest groups, 
lobbyists, and campaign contributors.”116 It is difficult to see how trust in government can be restored while 
the public feels this way. 
 
Such arguments are unlikely to move the Court itself. In the last five years, it has continued to chip away at 
remaining campaign finance protections in McCutcheon and other cases. All signs point to the current majority 
digging in for the long haul on this set of issues. 
 
Fortunately, the Court alone does not get to dictate the contours of our democracy. There are growing signs 
of progress at the state and local level, with legislators and regulators taking steps to shore up disclosure 
laws117 and enact more robust coordination regulations,118 to name two examples. Effective public financing 
of elections is also gaining traction — three states and several large cities have implemented matching or 
other small donor-oriented programs, for example, and last year small donor matching also came close to 
passage in a fourth state, New York.119 Even at the federal level, there is some movement in favor of 
disclosure. The Internal Revenue Service continues to push forward with a rulemaking that would curtail dark 
money groups seeking tax exempt status—albeit very slowly.120 The Securities Exchange Commission is 
likewise considering whether to require publicly-traded companies to disclose their political spending, and has 
received over 1 million comments in favor of the proposal.121 Even the FEC has sought public comment 
about potential areas for reform.122 
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Such developments do not add up to a full-fledged movement for change — but one is certainly possible. If 
it does come about, reformers may ironically have the Court and its overreaching campaign finance 
jurisprudence partly to thank. That, in the end, could be Citizens United’s silver lining. 
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